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INTO THE FIRE EDITION
Welcome Back!

Hope you had a lovely break and are feeling energetic for the coming year and whatever it might bring.
What a welcome it has been! With a heat wave, some tough cricket, a cold snap that saw snow at Thredbo and then
another heat wave to come.
But we are back in action which means the Tele is back to communicate all things Cricket and Tuggeranong Valley Cricket
Club. But before we start we get to welcome a new Viking to the family, Christopher “Balla” Cox joins the family and has
immediately fit in with the 2s boys, but welcome and I expect us all to give him a hard time and welcome him.
This edition will start with some advice as requested by a few sources on how we can better prepare for the hot weather…
considering we lost a few on the first Saturday back and that was before a curry night! H2 Oh too late is a quick article
with some information on dehydration and some preparation techniques I was taught by Queensland Cricket so many
years ago.
From there we jump Around the Grounds to get some match reports on what proved to be a tough round of cricket and
one I hope we all learn from and bounce back this coming round. This is followed with an updated Honour Board and
Sorry Billy, I’ve inserted you 6/66 in the wrong spot on the board and will correct as soon as I can get my laptop working
again. #BicksPix which he didn’t get to pick this round as he was off doing something other than supporting his Viking
family 
We then jump into a bowl of curry with a quick wrap up from Rexy’s Curry Night which proved a great success considering
the compressed timeframe and constraints it was put together under. Considering the pressure I think we have to thank
Rex and his wife, Jan for cooking up a storm and as usual Pina Kidd for organising the pavilion and lastly I’d like to thank all
those who came along to make it the success it was. Might have to try and entice him back into his kitchen on a regular
basis… JK?
Then all those armchair selectors can check how they are going on the TVCC 2 Day Fantasy Cup which I must admit I was
happy to see Burgie get knock off that top spot finally but by a Floros? Really, what are the chances? And by Jake, who
would have seen that coming?
A quick update on What’s Coming Up with matches and social events. Before we jump into an article which has been in
the spotlight since Christmas with some missing in action for various reasons and others not available for training. The
article will discuss Motivation to help grow or open some minds to aid improvement in all aspects of our lives. I would like
to thank GL for the assist on this one as his input was invaluable to making it just that much stronger an article. And just in
the event you mind need reminding of why we play this great game or some inspiration you get to read a quick snippet
from Akshay Joseph who dominated in Victoria.
From here we jumping into Coach Potatoes for some advice on throwing from Michael Barrington and I hope you all get as
much out of it as I did and I will back it up by saying I ignored my shoulder and most have seen me throw now (those who
haven’t you’re not missing much) so I strongly recommend you read and absorb and more importantly engage Barra on
for some assistance.
Then we wrap up in usual fashion with some notice boards, including raffle tickets, sell your raffle tickets please guys and
gals as this helps keep our costs low etc.
Anyway happy reading and good luck this coming round. Let’s aim for a clean sweep hey!
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H2 OH TOO LATE!

6th January 2018 and the first week of cricket for the New Year and I personally loved it. Why? Because to me it was
real cricket weather averaging a mid to high 30’s all day. Coming from Brisbane playing in mid to high 30’s is a season
round expectation and even playing in the low 40’s is normal. But as you would expect we do most things differently
north of the border, like drinking XXXX, supporting a winning origin team and enjoying mangos on hot summer days
to name a few. But like most around the country we still live in comfort with air con and as such still struggle from
time to time in the heat waves.
However, besides being accustomed to heat and humidity of Brisbane
most grade cricketers know to prepare for Saturday through what we
term pre-hydration. I’ll put it this way and you can think what you will,
but if I can get through a day at 37-38 degrees without as much as a
cramp and still want to do more, then you can too with the right
preparation.
Now all I am doing here is passing on some information to try and enable you to better prepare yourself for the hot
Saturdays or Sundays but I would suggest you jump online and do your own research as there is plenty of
information out there. The information I am about to pass on is what I learnt over the years playing in Brisbane but
also what Queensland Cricket taught me as a teenage rep player and guess what it still works for me today.
Dehydration is basically your bodies loss of water and what most people are unaware of is that your exercise
performance is impaired when dehydrated by as little of 2% of your body weight and losses of 5% can decrease
capacity of work by about 30% (Armstrong et al 1985; Craig and Cummings 1966; Maughan 1991; Sawka and Pandolf
1990). Dehydration has the following effects on the body which in turn affect performance; Reduction in blood
volume; Decreased skin blood flow; Decreased sweat rate; Decreased heat dissipation; Increased core temperature;
and Increased rate of muscle glycogen use (use more energy to perform same action).
Cricket is an endurance sport with a mixture of high and low intensity periods of exercise and as such we as players
run a very high risk of dehydration. Put it this way a study showed that a subject group walking at 25% of their
maximum (VO2max) for a target time of 140 mins which is equivalent to the first session of play. The study used
dehydration levels of 3%, 5% and 7% loss of body mass or water to show the effects on low intensity endurance
exercise or walking. All 8 subjects completed the walking at 3% dehydration, 7 subjects completed the walk at 5%
and at 7% 6 subjects stopped after an average of 64 minutes. So even at low levels of dehydration effect low
intensity exercise over a 2 hour period so image the effects on high intensity such as bowling over a 6 hour period.
So how do we do it up north, simple we start early, normally at least two days prior to match day. For example my
routine is to increase my water intake Thursday, normally by about 10-20%. Then on Friday we increase our water
again by 20% and also increase carbohydrates, although I probably don’t need to do this myself anymore as I’ve
stored plenty over the past two or three years . But the increase in carbohydrates not only provides fuel or energy
on match day but it assists the body in retaining fluids, some additional advice is to increase sodium (salt) a little as
well. Then on match day it is advised to have breakfast preferably higher in carbohydrates again 3 hours before play
and also have around a litre of water over those three hours prior to play.
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Now it isn’t just about what we should have there are a number of things to avoid and some are harder than others.
For example too much caffeine is counterproductive as it is a diuretic and assists dehydration. Alcohol the night
before is also a good way to dehydrate quickly, and as I said some are harder than others to avoid. But the cardinal
rule in Queensland Cricket circles way back in the 90’s was “no sports drinks prior to play” which eventually included
energy drinks as well. This is because the added sugar in the these drinks might provide fuel but they also accelerate
the bodies response to breaking down those energy cells in the body and if that starts prior to play can lead to
energy depletion and dehydration earlier than desired. The other little bit of advice we received was drink before
thirst or hunger, why because hunger is actually one of the first signs of dehydration and once thirst or hunger is felt
the body is already dehydrated by about 2-3% body mass and as such will effect performance including
concentration, sprint speeds, bowling accuracy, the body’s ability to cool itself etc. .
During the match we need to try and replenish fluids and the best way is to sip drinks as much as possible. However,
having an idea of how much fluid you can lose in a day of cricket will help you understand how much fluid you need
to drink. Easiest way to do this is to weight yourself prior to a game and then immediately after the game and the
difference will provide you with how much water weight you lost throughout the days play.
Recovery is also important to allow your body to repair itself and again water plays a big part in recovery as your
body will continue to burn energy throughout the night after play. This in turn will mean you need to continue your
water intake post-match and into the next day to aid recovery. As weird and wonderful as these sound, bananas and
chocolate milk were at least once promoted in aiding
recovery due to the nutrients and sugars in them. But
food is important to recovery and eating enough
proteins to aid repair of muscle damaged during
exercise.
As much as I joke or lie to myself so I believe it is
true, Beer does have water in it but it does not aid in
recovery sadly.
Some good articles on a quick search and which help
provide some stats for the above are below, they are
hyperlinks but I will leave the address as is in case
you’re read this from a printed version.
https://www.sportsdietitians.com.au/factsheets/food-for-your-sport/food-for-your-sport-cricket/
https://blog.pitchero.com/boosting-performance-with-perfect-match-day-preperation
https://www.spyn.co/blog/food-habits-cricket-match
https://www.fitday.com/fitness-articles/nutrition/healthy-eating/chocolate-milk-and-banana-match-made-innutrition-heaven.html
I hope you get something out of this or at least hope it has opened your eyes to preparing smarter prior to hot days.
Good luck in the coming rounds and I hope we see less players suffering the effects from the heat to come.
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AROUND THE GROUNDS
1 st Grade

Round 10 v Eastlake’s at Chisholm No#1
TVCC10/229 from 74.1 overs A.Sharma 55(74) & C.Carter 51(110) Defeated by Eastlake’s 9dec/280 from 96 overs
S.Devoy 29-6-4/79 & A.Khan 14-4-2/28
The first grades 2 day fixture against Eastlake disappointingly ended in a loss on Saturday afternoon.
Having had a well-watered and fed Christmas break, the first round of fixtures started on Saturday 6th January. At
1010 the team gathered for the usual scheduled warm up with the ominous forecast of a roasting 38 degree day
ahead. The wicket, although had plenty of grass cover having been well watered by curator Craig Devoy over the
break, resembled the hardness of the Federal Highway. Winning the toss was imperative with perfect batting
conditions set for the day and hideous temperatures for bowlers to frazzle in. We lost. We were bowling.
The best time to bowl in the day would be the first session and Tuggies positively focused on stacking the new ball in
the right areas and taking early wickets. Benji Floros, as he so often does, took the first wicket of the day with the
opposition score on 13 bowling the batter. However, maybe due to a lack of catching practise or fielders still in a
food coma from Christmas day, we sadly dropped the other Eastlake opener 3 times in the first 5 overs at various
positions around the field. Eastlake continued to make us pay and built a solid start before the next wicket fell to
Shane Devoy with the score on 2-111. One breakthrough brought another quickly and new addition to the side,
Hong Kong Superstar A Kahn got his first wicket for the Vikings with a well taken catch by Alexander Floros.
Skipper Devoy then joined the party bowling set batter with the score on 3-117. Tuggies then continued to ramp the
pressure on looking to seize the opportunity to get on top of the game with a flurry of wickets. Eastlake skipper, Tett,
lost his patience and was brilliantly held by a diving Draco Malfoy at mid-off having smoked a ball back past the
bowler at head height. Devon then got his second trapping the next batter in front for LBW with a well-executed arm
ball. The score had proceeded to 4-170 and the outlook of bowling Eastlake for under 250 looked extremely possible.
Tuggies had bowled well keeping it tight and building pressure on what was a good deck with very little help from
swing, seam or spin. It was now a baking 38 degrees and the boys were feeling it coming back into their second and
third spells. Devoy trapped another in front soon after to take Eastlake to 5-173.
Having fought so well for the day, the hard work got away from the First grade in the last hour of the day with some
fatigued and overheating bodies on the pitch. Eastlake pilled on late runs and finished the day on 9-280. Devoy and
Kahn picked up a further three wickets between them.
Having had a week to rehydrate every drop of water that had evaporated from the side, and with the temperature
down at a pleasant 23 degrees, the second day of the match proceeded the following Saturday. Eastlake declared
before the start of play leaving Tuggeranong 280 to chase off 96 overs, a figure capable of scoring with application
and perseverance.
The conditions very much favoured Eastlake with a couple of squalls passing through, sprinkling moisture down and
much more tolerable temperatures to bowl in. Openers Amit Sharma and Tim Floros set about giving us a solid
platform. We lost Timmy with the score on 63 having played well in a tough and aggressive period of bowling from
the opposition. Michael Barrington- Smith came to the crease and looked to weather the assault from the Eastlake
bowlers. Having judged line and length well, a ball clipped the top of off stump off a leave and we were 2-75. Amit
Sharma past 50 and then three overs before lunch hit a ball straight back to the leg spinner. We were set well at
lunch at 3-96.
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Batting well for the next session would set us up perfectly to win the game in the last session. Further partnerships
and a big score was needed from the position we fought to get in but early wickets in the afternoon session stunted
our progress. Devoy, Witheridge and Rodgers all went soon after the other and we found ourselves 6-105. Beni
Floros and A Kahn were at the crease. Although a mammoth effort was needed by the remaining batters, there was
still hope with capable batting to come. Benji looked to play with intent and having hit a cover drive for two, rolled
his ankle on turning for the second run. He had to retire hurt and to the crease came another Viking debutant and
fellow Hong Kong international to Kahn, Chris Carter. They both batted well and helped steady to wounded ship. We
lost Kahn on 138. Chris continued to get stuck in and play with patience. He passed his 50 with some excellent stroke
play and got us through to Tea 7 down with the score on roughly 200. 80 runs were required and if we batted the
session we would win the match. The ball was not swinging and the pitch remained good. Carter sadly fell LBW
shortly after the break and in returned Benji with lightening quick runner Micheal Barrington-Smith. Benji batted
valiantly as he hobbled on his tender ankle but was dismissed with the score 9-222. Panda Floros came in as our last
man and was stranded as we were bowled out for 229, 51 runs short.
One partnership would have seen us home with our first 2 day win of the year. We will regroup, train hard and look
to push our title defence on against Weston Creek next week at Stirling.

2 nd Grade
Round 10 v Eastlake’s at Kingston Oval
TVCC 10/149 from 64.2 overs K.Monger 57*(156) & J.Floros 25(30) Defeated by Eastlake’s 10/191 from 92.2 overs
W.Floros 29.2-9-6/66 & J.Stankovic 12-4-2/14 and 0/17 from 8 overs.
Back on the field and back to where the two day competition started for us last season and repeating last year’s
outright win with the enjoyment of watching the skipper choke on 198 again would be
hard pressed to beat. But it is a different day and with it comes different challenges.
The heat of the day being the biggest I feel.
But before we get to the cricket we have to mention our debutant, Chris Cox and his
willingness to go along with a long standing tradition which started 5th January 2018 at
about 8pm. He took the Viking Helmet with pride and attempted to wear it as much
as possible during warm ups with the confidence that he was not the only man to
have done this, however to my knowledge he is very much the first. So from everyone
who got a giggle from it, thanks Coxy.
So back to the Cricket I guess.
Day 1
Everyone always wants to bat on a hot day and when Jake lost the toss we knew it
was into the field we went. But personally I think this is sometimes a better option because I’ve seen too many
batting lines fail on roads in hot weather purely because they can’t concentrate with a cooking brain in a helmet and
as such the words of encouragement before we walked out stressed as much, “bowl boring” and “stick to our plans”.
With a depleted bowling attack it was up to Daniel “Chalk Bones” Hesse coming back from injury and John “Stanks”
Stankovic dropping down from 1s due to injury to start us off. It took Stanks exactly 4 balls before he drifted one
through the defence of the opening bat to have us off to a good start with Eastlake’s 1/0. Hesse backed him up at
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the other end bowling to “Captain Dots” at the other end with another maiden over before Stanks again beat a
batsman with drift and dip to bowl another one through the gate to leave Eastlake’s reeling at 2/0. Hesse got his
well-deserved reward nicking off the next to give Kiz one with the gloves and handed us control at 3/10. William
“Billy” Floros, Tom “Chunder” Perez (5-3-0/2), and James “now this is Cricket weather” Dyer (7-1-0/19) toiled away
for over the next hour, bowling without luck as Eastlake’s tried to bore us into submission reaching lunch at 3/46
from 31 overs.
Daniel Hesse (13-4-1/27) came back for us after lunch and looked like knackered early as I’m sure he was as dry as a
dead dingo’s donga. With the heat starting to take its toll on some as they turned to a good chunder in the dunnies
before we turned to spin from both ends with Craig “Chances” Devoy (26-6-1/58) coming on to break the
partnership and reduce Eastlake’s to 4/75. Again things didn’t improve from here with the dots mounting up before
Jake made the decision to shut Stanks (12-4-2/14) from dribbling by bringing him back onto bowl. For a fine
specimen he realized why you don’t skip the calf muscles on leg day with cramps starting to settle in. Shortly after
this the seamers were done for the day, much to my disappointed. But in the 65th over Captain Dots finally fell with a
strike rate of… negative something and for a split second we all hated Billy with the thought that the next batsman
might bat with some intent. But at 5/123 from 64.1 overs we knew we were in the stronger position. From here we
probably let the game drift with the spinners creating chances the rest of us missed, but to the detriment of
Eastlake’s no one made us pay and we continued to play our game eventually dismissing Eastlake’s for 200ish from
90 overs with the main wicket taker being Billy finishing with 29.2-9-6/66. I’d be amiss if I didn’t mention some
fielding from the day too, Tommy “runs quicker than bowls’ Seaman was a man on a mission in the field and was
easily the stand out taking an absolute classic running back from mid-off and in all honesty I have no idea how many
runs he saved in the field. Absolute stunning efforts in the field in that heat all day and great to see him step up to
happily bat 3 unlike one of our openers not mentioning any names. The other mention is to the man of the moment
Billy for taking the gloves in the middle overs for about 18 deliveries and if memory serves got to glove 3 of them
while Kiz was off the field vacating his stomach contents with another one to fall to the chunder.
With 3 to 4 overs to play out the day as I think the umpires were struggling under the heat to make a definitive
maths decision, much like an inside edge onto pad catch earlier in the day. Debutant Chris “Balls Seeker” Cox batting
in his actual helmet scoring his first 2 runs for the club and Logan “not Batting” Ayers yet to score, saw off the day
without drama leaving us 0/3 from 3 overs. With no declaration this round, it was good to see Jake give Logan a fair
dinkum crack at seeing out the day.
Day 2
So it start with helping Eastlake’s remove the covers to find a similar wicket to week one with just a bit more grass
than last week, but still a good wicket. The outfield however was wet
from the morning rain and looked a bit more lush then last week.
Logan and Coxy were looking good until Logan 7(23) got stuck on the
crease and feathered one through to the keeper to give Eastlake’s
there first wicket leaving us with a less the desired start of 1/12. What
happened next unfortunately set the tone for the day as Tom Seaman
0(3) came and went without bothering the scorers and Coxy 3(36)
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soon followed the next over leaving us under the pump now at 3/12. Jake and Kieran went about the rebuild on a
slow and trying wicket with Jake the dominate of the two in the
partnership and for Eastlake’s the prize scalp considering last year he
hit a sensational 198 against them in a similar albeit it slightly better
team position. They obviously remembered weakness and it worked a
treat as again he hit the leg stump half volley better than last year but
ultimately still into the waiting hands on mid-on. Much better then
hitting it to a deep first slip but with Eastlake’s celebrating the prized
scalp of Jake 25(30) with the score now at 4/44 and the momentum
was squarely with Eastlake’s. Billy joined Kiz and again started the
rebuild and much like the previously rebuild just as it looked like we were getting back on track Billy 8(19) fell with
the score at 5/57. It was a case of deja vu for Kiz as Craig 6(12) came and went after another mini rebuild and just
before lunch. Coming in at 8, JD walked out to help Kiz see the attack off to lunch. At lunch we were struggling at
6/71 after losing 6/68 in the first two hours of the day.
After lunch it didn’t improve as JD 4(11) failed to execute the cut on a straight break nicking one to Captain Dots
shortly after the resumption of play and left us in real trouble at 7/81 and still 110 runs behind. Sammy Dwyer
freshly off his first grade promotion but you wouldn’t know it as he was very tight lipped about it all, joined Kiz and
got to work. The signature “pull” shot wasn’t coming off on the two paced wicket but he continued to work hard
before falling for a fighting 18(47) leaving us a touch closer at 8/116. All the while Kiz was down the other end
showing the maturity and fight that others should have shown watched on. As Kiz looked up to his next partner,
purely due to the height difference as Stanks has about 3 foot on him (picture left),
they got down to business. It looked
good for two overs until drinks and
then shortly after that Stanks 2(11)
had his castle rocked (picture right)
and Kiz was left again this time by his
6th batting partner. As things looked
done for at 9/121 Tom Perez showed
some fight getting in behind the ones he needed and hit the others
helped give us a glimmer of hope moving the score to 149 before he fell for a fighting 13(37) and leaving Kiz to carry
his bat, such a cute little bat it is for a gutsy 57*(156). All out for 149 in 64.2 overs and I hope a massive wake up call
for all the “batsmen” and that we learnt something from Kiz as he showed us
how to dig in.
With the hope of a miracle we took to the field and we will sign off by saying
it was much like the batting failing to trouble and Jake made decision to call
the game off with Eastlake’s 0/17 from 8 overs.
A tough loss but some lessons to be learnt before next game against Weston
Creek at Chisholm.
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3 rd Grade
Round 10 v Eastlake’s at Chisholm No#2
TVCC 10/135 from 29 overs G.Lemin 35(20) & J.Hays 31(21) and 0/23 from 8.4 overs M.Hollis 12*(22) & B.Bhatti
10*(30) Defeated Eastlake’s Outright 10/69 from 33.1 overs N.Joseph 8-4-3/16 & J.Hays 7-1-3/26 and 10/88 from
38.3 overs J.Hays 7-3-4/16 & B.Cadden 8-5-3/12

4 th Grade
Round 10 v Eastlake’s at Deakin West Enclosed
TVCC 10/160 from 62.4 overs W.Lucerne 67 & P.Ayers 57 and 10/75 from 47.3 overs W.Lucerne 36 & P.Ayers 14
Defeated Outright by Eastlake’s 8dec/230 from 52 overs R.Parry 16-1-4/46 & M.Venables 8-0-2/64
Never Count Your Chickens
Stumbling back from various celebrations over the previous few weeks, the boys from 4th grade were keen to work
off the festive excesses and start 2018 where they left off in 2017. We had a well-rounded team and the weather
was looking delicious, albeit a little bit warm.
Saturday eventually rolled around, and I think it's fairly safe to say that we have never wanted a skipper to win a toss
more than this one. As 1pm rolled ever closer and 30 degrees was disappearing in the rear-view mirror, we became
less and less keen on the idea of toiling away in the field under a properly hot January sun. Luckily for us, Paul had
the toss in the bag and promptly sent Eastlakes into the field. We watched their entire body language drop when
they were delivered the grim news. We, on the other hand, could not have been happier. Swanny had done us the
courtesy of bringing a gazebo and we settled in for an afternoon of cricket from the comfort of our shady respite.
Initially, everything went to script. Paul Ayers and Wayne gave us a better platform than we could have asked for.
Some beautiful stroke play and determined running saw the boys put on 103 for the opening wicket. It was the ideal
start, and the effect it had on Eastlakes almost had us pitying them. Heads were down, there was zero chat in the
field and they were only appealing once or twice an over, a rarity for this team.
Eventually Paul was removed after a wonderfully crafted 57 in the 36th over. It was at this point that things started
to go slightly pears shaped. How, I hear you ask? Well, by the end of the 36th over we would find ourselves at 103
runs for the loss of 3 wickets. As mentioned, Paul was the first to go. Ryan McCaughan was next, watching the ball
bounce, turn and cannon into his pegs. Swanny was next, and as promised gets a special mention. He had been
sitting next to me on the scorebook for the first 36 overs, positively chomping at the bit. Paul and Wayne had beaten
the opposition down and even in the oppressive heat batting was looking like a piece of cake. What had him really
licking his lips was the young off spinner who, in his first 4 overs, had delivered nothing overly threatening. Anyway
out he walked. Marked up on the crease. Took his stance. Watched the first deliver come looping in. Went for the
big slog sweep. Got bowled. Promptly walked back to the bags. Joined me on the scorebook and immediately
become the butt of a few jokes about technique and batting intent. Sadly however, that would not be the last of our
troubles. The next 26 overs saw us lose our remaining 7 wickets for the addition of another 57 runs. 5 of our 10
wickets were ducks and 7 would fall to the young off spinner. It was not pretty reading, and from the commanding
position we were in we found ourselves faced with an hour in the field to close out the day.
While our total wasn't a whole lot to play with we did feel if we could pick up a few early wickets we could swing the
momentum back in our direction. We started well, Reece Parry and Ozzie picking one each of the opening batsmen
cheaply. This would be the last joy we saw for a while, Eastlakes going to stumps at 2/59.
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The following Saturday felt like a whole different planet to day 1. A howling breeze (which kept up for the entire day)
kept the temperature brisk. Better news for the Vikings as it meant we wouldn't be standing out under a belting sun
all day. If everything went to plan, we would hopefully snare a few quick wickets and ideally demolish Eastlakes for
not a lot. We were soon to learn that the job had already been started for us with one of the overnight batsmen
retiring hurt and not showing up for the day. 3 down, only 7 to go. As it turned out, it wasn't going to be that simple.
The Eastlake batsman would put on around 120 runs for their first partnership of the day, the new batsman
plundering 44 runs while the overnight batsmen went on to score 101. Admittedly it was tough going. Oz put down a
tough caught and bowled (catch of the season if he took it) while everything that was remotely uppish always
seemed to land in a gap. Oz and Wayne did however teach us a valuable lesson on calling for the ball, coming
together in a heavy collision in the field while both looking skyward for the ball, which initially landed on top of
them. After removing both Eastlake batsmen we copped a well-deserved spray about enthusiasm from the skipper
about attitude, after which we started to play like Vikings again. Sadly, by this stage, the major damage had already
been done. Eastlakes got to tea and declared at 8/230. Reece finished with 4 wickets, Veg with 2 and Oz with 1.
We were now faced with the task of batting until 6 to prevent an outright victory to Eastlakes. When we arrived at
12 earlier that day this seemed like an impossible task, and yet here we were.
I won’t bore you with the details. Our 10th wicket fell at 5:49PM for the gain of 74 runs, a 4 run lead. With the last
over of play we had to defend 4 runs. 2 balls was all it took to deliver Eastlakes an outright victory that was at
extremely long odds when we were 0/103 just 7 days earlier. Simply put, we did not bat well enough. While the
young off spinner did bowl well (turns out he is a pupil of Jake Floros' coaching, begging the question; What on earth
is he playing at Eastlake for???) it was not enough to justify our performance.
Needless to say we have taken away a few pointers that we want to work on during the week before taking on
Weston Creek next week. That being said it's not all doom and gloom. The last game of 2017 saw 4th grade outright
Northies, so we are in with a sniff of finals and we have proved that we can compete with the best teams in the
grade. While a better result here would have helped, we are not done yet.
Watch this space.

5 th Grade
Round 11 v NCGCC at Conder Oval
TVCC 5/201 from 45 overs C.Welfare 47, M.Singh & S.Zaja 41 Defeated by NCGCC 3/202 from 35.5 overs B.Meade
3-0-1/13, M.Singh 6-2-1/19 & C.Welfare 6.5-2-1/26
On a blustery day and with a flat wicket, The Mighty 5s kicked off their year (calender) against North Canberra. With
the last few days of New Year's holidays happening, a younger 5th grade side had been selected that included
(besides a handful of the usual suspects) 5 juniors and a grumpy, acting-captain, who was having a morning from hell.
With a favourable coin toss and the knowledge that the opposition were struggling for able bodies, the decision was
made to bat and take advantage of a few gaps in the field.
With the captain’s instructions of “Work yourselves in, take advantage of the gaps in the field and make your calls
clear”, P. Ticehurst and C. Hammond went out to start off the New Year with the opposition still waiting on, what
would normally be their opening bowlers, to show. However a couple of overs in irony struck, as what was honestly a
loud call for a quick run, was made from two-thirds of the way down the pitch which saw both batsmen at the same
end. A bobble from the fielder at fine leg and a throw to the bowler that was a few meters wide of the stumps almost
saw Paul home, but he was found to be short of his ground and The Mighty 5s would have to start the new year at
the wonderful position of 1/4. With the loss of a 2nd wicket at 33 things were starting to look a little dire, but with
Sam Zaja now set and young gun Connor Welfare going in our fortunes were set to change, two quick players
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between the wickets saw quick singles being employed, which lead tired fielders and a couple of 2s and a 3 before
the first boundary was hit to the disgust of the bowler who then bowled wide (though legally so) and proceeded to
stare at the batsman for a few seconds before walking back to his mark. Unfortunately both batsman fell agonisingly
short of 50s with Zaja (41) falling at 93 for a partnership of 60 and Welfare putting on an extra 44 runs with 13 yo
Joey Kiraly, before being stumped on 47 going for one-too-many shots, leaving Tuggeranong at 4/137.
And then walked out the big, middle order bat of Mananjay Singh, through the use of some helpful feeding of strike
from Kiraly (22) and No. 7 Jacob Stephenson (10*), saw him craft a swift, equal top scoring 47* from the final 12 overs
and saw us put on 64 runs for our 5th and 6th wickets, which for the first time this season saw us past the dizzing
heights of 200 to set North’s the target of 202 for victory.
Unfortunately the flat wicket would prove difficult for Tuggeranong to find wickets. Some exceptionally tight bowling
from Connor Welfare had the opposition openers unable to play any meaningful shots with the ball consistently and
agonisingly sliding millimetres past the outside edge and a couple that grazed off stump, but then the usual 5th grade
thing happened, a horrible thigh high full toss down leg side was swung at and brought about a top edge which
looped down to Bailey MacKenzie at short fine leg. A break through, yes, but proudly proclaimed by Connor himself
as “The worst ball I've bowled all season”. He did have some fun in his next over, bouncing the opposition captain,
now as we don’t see much in the way of DELIBERATE short pitch bowling and thinking that he may be tiring a touch,
it did cue me to ask from mid-off (already knowing the answer) “Was that MEANT to be a bouncer, or are you
tiring?”, to which I got a grin and a chirpy response of “Oh no, I meant that”.
The other all-rounder for the day was also having an interesting time. Manny, while fielding at mid-on decided to
save 4 runs with his shin causing him quite a level of pain and 30 seconds before happily continuing to play. Then a
handful of overs into his bowling spell used his other shin to stop four more on his follow through. Now while an
effective way of saving 8 runs, due to the pain visible on his face, I would suggest that using one's hands to stop the
ball would be an easier toll on the body. After 6 overs of tidy bowling he succumbed to the pain of injury... to his
shoulder.
While not the most enjoyable time in the field, only taking 3 wickets and chasing endless shots to the boundary (20
fours and a six) due to some questionable lines and lengths (including myself). The tidy bowling from Mananjay Singh
(1/19 (6) 2 maidens) and Connor Welfare (1/26 (6.5) 2 maidens) had us well within reach of a victory before
everything fell apart after the drinks break. Also a special mention must be made for junior Bill Meade (1/13 (3)) for
taking his first grade cricket wicket and for finally getting rid of the opposition batsman doing the damage.
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TUGGIES HONOUR BOARD
Figure 1 Tuggies Honour Board
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#BICKSPIX

Hello and welcome to #BicksPix, where each week I get to pick a worthy winner for the Player of the Round!
A $4 voucher for the club house and a prize come presentation night.
Welcome to another addition of #BicksPix, unfortunately Bicks was not at the Vikings Curry Night and being that we
wanted to name the pick for sharing with the group and
giving out an award, so between JK and I we went ahead
with the below pick, which I’m sure Bicks would agree
with.
Round 10 saw the top four grade pitted against Eastlake’s
while our mighty 5s took on Norths. It was a tough round
of results but some silver linings came in the form of a
number of individuals standing up to be counted. But the
stand out performer this round has to the quiet possibly
the “shortest man” in ACT Cricket Kieran “Kiz”
Monger for his standout performance with the bat
scoring 57 not out from 156 balls against Eastlake’s in 2s
while watching 7 wickets fall at the other end.

PLAYERS OF THE ROUNDS

T20 Weekend : Jayden Pappas with 127 runs at 63.5 with a high score of 92*
Round 1 : Timmy Flo Floros with 8-1-3/22, 3 run outs & 0(1), but in as a bowler this round in 1st Grade!
Round 2 : Shane Devoy leading from the front with 6-2-5/8, 2 catches and finished off with 58*(75) in 1st Grade
Round 3 : Dan Big D Burgess with 7-0-5/26 and 22(14) in 2nd Grade.
Round 4 : Matt Hollis with 27 and 3 catches in 3rd grade against
Weston Creek
Round 5 : Timmy Flo Floros with 105*(128) in 1st grade against
Queanbeyan
Round 6 : Michael Swansborough with 7-2-4/15 a catch and 2 run
outs in 4th grade against WDUCC
Round 7 : Craig Devoy with his tireless work preparing wickets that
didn’t get used.
OD Semi Final: Matty Rogers with 67(85) in 1st grade against Weston
Creek
Round 8 : Victoria King with 54* in Women’s Premier grade
against NCGCC
Round 9 : Alexander Panda Floros with match figures 30-3-10/62
(inc hat trick) in 2nd Grade against NCGCC
Round 10 : Kieran “Kiz” Monger with 57*(156) in 2nd grade against
Eastlake’s
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CURRY NIGHT

With an impromptu visit Rexy decided to jump back into his kitchen
with his wife Jan and cooked up an absolute feast for the club on
Saturday 13th January.
Plenty of young and old Vikings enjoyed the dinner which included
three curries, assortment of breads and sides as well as some honey
soy chicken for the less venturous.
We got a round wrap up from the captains and we got to see the
shortest man in the club get the Mug of the Week for his innings
earlier that day.
I for one would be happy with Rexy’s Vikings Curry Night a regular on
the calendar... if you agree feel free to email JK with your request 

TVCC 2 DAY FANTASY LEAGUE
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UPCOMING MATCHES

UPCOMING SOCIAL EVENT

With the Aussie Day BBQ postponed, even after creating a little flyer... but never fear we have only postponed it.
TBC 17th February 2018 – We are going to look at holding a Pink Stumps BBQ, flyer to follow once confirmed
03rd March 2018 – End of Season Do, Name and Flyer to follow once details confirmed
06th April 2018 – Presentation Night, Details and Flyer to follow 
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MOTIVATION – A FIGHTERS MENTALITY

So previous editions have covers some mental toughness and I hope opened your mind to putting yourself outside
your comfort zones and allowing growth in not only cricket aspects but also life aspects.
A great illustration is the 2% Mindset and I strongly suggest you google it. But the image below gives you a quick
insight into what it is.

Now after reading this you might think you are in the 2% because you aren’t depressed or just getting by etc.
however are you truly out of your comfort zone? I like this second image as it uses words a little less confronting for
some people; the percentages are different but the words are similar. For example most people including myself will
act out of fear, ease, procrastination etc. But I try to ensure I get out of my comfort zone as much I as I can and I’ve
learnt that motivation is a key enabler or driver for this.
Why is motivation so important?
Let us first define motivation in a simply way as the ability to initiate and persist at a task. Now to the importance of
motivation, because it is truly the only influencing factor to athletic performance we control.
Think of all the quotes out in the word:
“Champions Train. Losers Complain”

“Winners never Quit and Quitters never Win”

“When you feel like stopping Think about why you Started”

“I’m not there yet, but I’m closer than yesterday”

They are all focused on motivation, motivation to be a Champion, to never Quit, to think about Why you started, and
that your effort is not being wasted.
Now I am sure some are reading this and disagreeing that motivation isn’t as important as other aspects, but let’s
have a look a bit deeper into motivation and the influence it has on performance. Motivation in sports is so
important because you need to be willing to face the challenges of fatigue, boredom (when fielding against sides like
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North’s), and other external blockers. Motivation has an impact on physical conditioning, technical and tactical
development, mental application and other general lifestyle factors such as sleep, diet, work, relationships etc.
So after reading this if you still disagree that motivation is not so important let’s look at the technical or the ability
side of sport. Your ability is not directly under your control, it has limits that you are born with and as such outside
your control example height. So that’s you in sports, but what about the external influences such as weather,
opponents ability, playing facilities etc. pretty simple, all outside your control.
So when we look at our ability and when we compete against an opponent of similar ability what is the deciding
factor to victory? MOTIVATION!
Ability no longer decides the outcome, rather the individuals or teams motivation does, who is willing to work
harder, grind longer, fight the longest, and who will perform their best in the face of external challenges when in
counts. That is why motivation is so important.
So what drives our motivation… simply put we have two driving categories of influences, intrinsic motivators or
internal stimulus and extrinsic motivators or external stimulus. The image below gives quick idea of the two:

So why are YOU here?
Where does the “A Fighters Mentality” come into it?
The GRIND….
Training, Games and everything to do with the sport is no longer fun. It is tiring, painful and tedious. This is where we
can see separation between successful athletes and those who don’t reach their goals.
Everyone is full of enthusiasm at the start of the cricket summer with goals and desires to take loads of wickets,
score massive runs, finally break into that next level… for some if not most, only to be dash by failure.
This is the Grind and this is where we need to find and hold onto our motivating factors as this is where we develop
Grit and grow as people. I’ve said it before – Challenges = Opportunities!
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Another way of looking at it; The Grind = the basics. The 'grind' doesn't have to be unenjoyable. Try and find joy /
satisfaction in doing the basics well. Aim for perfection and take something from each time that you achieve this. A
perfect 'stock' ball that would hit the top of off stump; a perfect forward defensive; a perfect throw to the keeper; a
perfect over of deliveries that are all in the channel and result in a maiden; a perfect leave of a good delivery where
your shot selection and foot movement were clear and decisive; the perfect 'read' of a batsmen's movement and
their shot such that you are moving in the field in anticipation of where the ball goes rather than reacting; etc
Those in military circles know the Grind! and none of us love it but we all accepted it. The common throwaway is
“the only easy day was yesterday” and we all accept this because everyone who puts on that uniform are willing to
fight for what they believe in and are motivated by their beliefs and convictions to defend our nation. They have
their reason or their why!
I can only stress this to you but personally believe it is so important at least accept but if you can, LOVE THE GRIND!
Otherwise you’ll never get through it as the other option is “I hate the grind” and will unfortunately fall short of your
goals. But if you can’t love the grind accept it as part of the deal in striving for your goals; it is part of the process.
How many have heard this throwaway from a personal trainer, “results come from the days you don’t want to
train”? That’s the Grind they are talking about.
We all read and laugh at the Grade Cricketers posts about failure and being one poor innings away from retirement
etc. This is a true thought process for many cricketers believing they are “very average” or their talents lie
elsewhere. However, the way through this is motivation and when that motivation is low we need a way to fill it up
again. How we do this is with small wins, we often aim for that big innings when struggling to get out of the single
digits as we know after that massive hundred we are brimming with confidence and chomping at the bit to get back
out in the centre. But what happens if we don’t get that big hundred? We fall further down that slide of no
motivation to train or play. So drip feed your confidence and aim for small or tiny things that can help your game,
like making it to training twice a week, doing an extra session of throw downs, catching 25 extra balls each session,
spending time on mental training etc. Even aiming for just a 20 on the weekend can help, might still be a failure in
the eyes of a batsmen but when your average is 5 it is a vast improvement isn’t it?
But the biggest influencing factor in rebuilding the confidence and motivation on the field is actually your own
inspiration.
We need a reason!
For me I am driven more by intrinsic motivators such as being a value to my team, giving my best etc. I know this
which has helped me grit through the grind. I also take pride in how the team and club performs which means I need
to continue to perform which helps motivate me to do so.
Find your reason or why.
It will help you through the tough times as we all face them from time to time. True motivation cannot be given to
you by another, the heart of motivation comes from within. You must want something to be truly motivated to put
time and effort into it.
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The three D’s will help with this, Direction, Decision and Dedication. The next couple of paragraphs help explain the
three D’s in relation to Prime or True Motivation.
“Prime motivation means putting 100% of your time, effort, energy, and focus into all aspects of your sport. It
involves doing everything possible to become the best athlete you can be.
Prime motivation begins with what I call the three D's. The first D stands for direction. Before you can attain prime
motivation, you must first consider the different directions you can go in your sport. You have three choices: stop
participating completely, continue at your current level, or strive to be the best athlete you can be.
The second D represents decision. With these three choices of direction, you must select one direction in which to
go. None of these directions are necessarily right or wrong, better or worse, they're simply your options. Your choice
will dictate the amount of time and effort you will put into your sport and how good an athlete you will ultimately
become.
The third D stands for dedication. Once you've made your decision, you must dedicate yourself to it. If your decision
is to become the best athlete you can be, then this last step, dedication, will determine whether you have prime
motivation. Your decision to be your best and your dedication to your sport must be a top priority. Only by being
completely dedicated to your direction and decision will you ensure that you have prime motivation.”
Online Print – Sports: What Motivates Athletes – from “The Prime of Power” by Jim Taylor Ph.D posted 30 Oct 09
The bottom line is that we prioritise our training and games over other things in our lives. We sacrifice other things
so that we can train and play. We may as well make sure that those sacrifices aren't without some reward /
satisfaction from our efforts
I want to finish with two things, one is something I had not heard in a long time but heard Gilchrist say it during the
BBL and I believe it is has a huge impact on motivation.
“Attitudes are contagious, IS yours worth catching?”
The other is we all know the importance of practice right? Can’t get better without it etc.
But look a bit closer: PRACTICE – that little hidden word as a verb is to take action or do something, so are you willing
to?

YOUTH TO INSPIRE

Akshay Joseph (pictured left)who plays in our Migthy 5s had a successful U12s Nationals Cricket
tournament at Barooga Victoria between the 5th and 12th Jan, becoming the top wicket taker of the
tournament with 15 wickets at 6.13 apiece with an economy rate of
just 2.19 and a strike rate of 16.8 and also recorded the tournament
best figures of 5/19 (the only 5 wicket haul and pictured right) and also
scoring a handy 69 runs at 23 with a top score of 31* to be placed in
the top 20 bats of the tournament.
ACT beat WA, NT and TAS but lost to QLD in the semis.
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COACH POTATO

Cricket ACT Athletic Performance and SSSM Manager Michael Barrington lends his wisdom to us in a time of need
going through some coaching on Throwing.
What do the best fielders in cricket have in common? The answer; spatial awareness, game sense, great hands,
balance and rocket arms.
Throwing in cricket is often a skill that is not addressed adequately at both a junior and senior level as the
expectation from many people in senior positions, whether that be players or coaches, is that everyone can throw.
While this may be true to an extent, I would ask how many players pull up with sore shoulders or sore elbows at
some stage through the cricket season. Importantly, from a performance perspective who would be confident to say
that they could hit a single stump or even 2 stumps, 5 out of 10 attempts when there is a bit of pressure involved?
An even better question might be who has affected multiple run outs in the past 2 seasons? If the answer to those
questions is yes (soreness) and no (hitting stumps/run outs), the tips below might be useful.
I think throwing is a skill that can easily be complicated with technical coaching, yes there are some things you want
to do and there are some things you want to avoid but as is the case with batting and bowling there are lots of
different styles and techniques. To put it simply if you want to improve your throwing (and fielding in general) here
are some simple things you can put into practice;
1.
Strong and resilient shoulders are a must – this is where the use of Thera-bands or elastic tubes comes into
play, if you want to mitigate the chances of getting a sore shoulder and elbow at some point throughout the season
invest in a good quality Thera-band or resistance tube. Use your band prior to training sessions or matches, or
every day if you really want to increase the strength of your rotator cuffs and scapula control. What to do with the
band? Follow this 7 x 7 routine (7 exercises, 7 repetitions each side);
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2.
Loading is essential – the more you throw the better you get,
most professional cricketers will throw 5 or 6 days a week during preseason and then try to maintain this in-season. Most cricketers refer to it
as taking your arm for a walk; the human body does not like sudden
change so gradually build up over 4-6 week period initially (both distance
and intensity). Start by throwing 15m at low intensity and then build this
up to 20-25-30-35-40-45m over a 6-10 week period varying the intensity
as you go (not every throw has to be as hard as you can) by the end of it
you could be making 50-70 throws in a session, with 20-30 of these at
your max. You can also incorporate throwing from different positions
into your training; single leg/off balance/from knees/facing the wrong
way/setting feet up to throw opposite hand are all great positions to
learn from, you never know when you will have to use these in a game
so why not practice it?
3.
Lower your body height – when approaching a ball in the field think about landing like a plane as opposed to
dropping like a helicopter. This keeps your head and eyes level and will allow you a better chance of picking the ball
up clean. Once you have the ball, don’t pop up or get tall, stay low and throw from that position. Using your legs to
throw is essential to having a strong arm and reducing stress on the elbow/shoulder.
4.
Keep the ball moving – once you start your throwing motion try to avoid stopping, keep the arm holding the
ball moving, flow is key. Once an arm stops in a throwing motion it is up to the elbow or shoulder to suddenly
restart the movement which leads to increased force and torque in these joints, or in simpler terms stopping
causes injury.
5.
Follow through – after you have released the ball, try to follow the ball with an extra couple of steps (just
like a fast bowler would), this allows for greater momentum towards your target because you will be using your
entire body during the throwing movement. It also helps to get your legs involved and take pressure off your arm.
6.
Baseball mitts – are essential pieces of the cricket kit, if you don’t have one, invest!! (make sure it’s good
quality)
7.
Throw like a baseball pitcher – everyone has seen a baseball pitcher throw, if all of the above is too much of
a read, try and imitate a pitcher (you will be surprised at the positive changes this makes)
Always happy to go through this at training with anyone that is keen to learn more or if there are any questions
around throwing hit me up!
Cheers,
Barra
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CLUB MERCHANDISE FOR SALE

Tuggeranong Valley Cricket Club Kit Bags
As seen on a regular basis around the club.

4 left and could be yours for of $90 each.
WATCH THIS SPACE – More to follow soon!

CUSTOMISED MASURI HELMETS
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TUGGERANONG VALLEY CRICKET CLUB JUNIOR TEAMS
http://tvccjuniors.act.cricket.com.au/

Tuggeranong Juniors have 125 registered players for the 2017/18 seasons with the following teams:
Thunder Junior Girls Cricket League Plate (Under 13)

Under 13 Div 2

Thunder Junior Girls Cricket League Cup (under 17)

Under 14 Div 1

Under 10 Friday

Under 14 Div 2 (combined team managed by Marist)

Under 11 Friday

Under 16 Div 2

Under 12 Div 1

Under 18 Div 2

Under 12 Knights (Div 2)

Colts (Div 1)

Under 12 Phoenix (Div 2)

WHO’S WHO IN THE ZOO
Committee Members
President
Secretary
Cricket Operations
Pavilion Manager

John Evans
Liz Barrington-Smith
Justin Haywood
Pina Kidd

Vice President
Financial Controller
Treasurer
Women's Cricket Rep

John Kidd
Matty Reynolds
Wayne Lucerne
Rebecca Kidd

Greg Lemin
2nd Grade
4th Grade
Women’s

Jake Floros
Paul Ayers
Rebecca Kidd

Captains for 2017/18
1st Grade
3rd Grade
5th Grade

Club Captain:
Shane Devoy
Paul Nemes
Michael Venables

CLUB NOTICE BOARD

Please ensure you are updating your availability for selection on MyCricket when the emails come out. This
helps greatly with selections and naming sides early. At worst please ensure an email is sent to
selector@tvcc.org.au with you availability. Any need to arrive late or depart from games early need to be
notified to your Captain and Justin as soon as you are aware of the need to do so.
There will be emails and posts on Facebook when the covers need to be put on. Please ensure we are doing
all we can to assist with getting the covers on as it will affect our results guys.
Please ensure we are passing all the good bad and ugly including photos to jamesadyer1@gmail.com for the
future editions of the Tele.
Don’t forget to sell your Raffle Tickets – Books sold and unsold due back to JK 1st Feb
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Welcome to the Tuggies Tele, a fortnightly view of what’s been happening on and off the ground at
the Mighty Tuggeranong Valley Cricket Club!

A New Partnership
CACT and Canberra Toyota have partnered to provide more to clubs and club members in Canberra.
Please see the below flyer for additional information. If you or anyone you know are considering a new or
used vehicle please pass this information on as it benefits not just them but also the cricket club.
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